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NEW AND IMPROVED
NSW PET REGISTRY

The NSW Pet Registry website was launched in July 2016 as part of the
Government’s commitment to promoting responsible pet ownership and
improved animal welfare outcomes.
The Registry www.petregistry.nsw.gov.au allows
pet owners to register cats and dogs, update
their contact details, report missing pets, transfer
ownership and pay lifetime registration fees all from
a computer or mobile device.
More than 137,000 people have created an
online pet profile since the NSW Pet Registry was
launched, with 3.1 million cats and dogs now on the
Government’s official register.

As part of the Government’s ongoing commitment
to enhance digital pet registration processes, a new
and improved NSW Pet Registry has been launched.
The website has a fresh look, enhanced navigation
and a range of great new features.
The new and improved NSW Pet Registry makes it
easier to register pets, return lost animals to their
owners and improve animal welfare outcomes.
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NEW FEATURES
 Upload a photo of your pet
Pet owners and breeders can upload a photo of
their pet on the Pet Profile page to help identify and
return the animal should it get lost.

Lost and found
The NSW Pet Registry will now play a greater role
in reuniting lost pets with their owners. Where the
microchip number of a lost cat or dog is known, a
member of the public can use the Registry to send a
secure message to the pet owner with their contact
details alerting them that they have found their
cat or dog.

Search function
Prospective pet owners can use the Registry to
find out important information before buying a cat
or dog. Using a microchip, breeder identification
or rehoming body number, they can access the
animal’s breed, age, gender and whether or not it
is desexed. In the case of a breeder or rehoming
organisation, it brings up the business name
and address.
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Create/add a litter
Pet breeders can create a litter and add offspring,
making it easier for vets and authorised identifiers to
update new animal records with microchip numbers.
The improved Registry provides faster and easier
pet registration and management services to
pet owners, councils, veterinarians and animal
welfare organisations.
Further enhancements are planned in the future
as part of the Government’s ongoing commitment
to improving digital pet registration processes and
making NSW the best state in which to own a cat
or dog.

FURTHER INFORMATION
NSW Pet Registry
1300 134 460
pets@olg.nsw.gov.au

